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BORDERLINE PERSONALITY DISORDER
PREAMBLE
I came across several psychological disorders and their causes, in the recent times which
makes me to feel the urging need, to alert the professionals not to treat them comparing with
threshold, bring their individuality to average that the corruption though named treatment
makes them to imbalance and go untreatable, sustain and cause serious ailments to humanity.
Psychology as a whole need to be treated as human resource management as human rights
vested on the individual, to be treated only if he claims inconveniences to cope up with
normalcy otherwise it is his development for his exposure. We need to observe the changes,
not compare that we will be able to identify progression for which we don’t complain, bring
them back to expected threshold put forth as norms, rules, customs specific for a group,
family etc.
We accommodate them adjusting our schedules that everyone feels comfort for their might
which is the purpose of living. This comes against the rules of survival as to strictly follow the
stringent norms, violation of which will result in punishment that the check on routine
becomes impositions, fear and want that the populace shed down the inheritance, get to
embed the set rules as live robots, exhibiting live artificial intelligence. Thus the psychology
need to be taken as human resource development reforming their analytical strategies to
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understand rather than matching with preformatted findings and name it every day - a new,
every evolution a struggle, to treat them to normalcy, bring them to evacuation where the
adamant, atrocious negativity creeps in making the treatment dodging, lifelong. It is all in
humanity that it is right, this article appears online on humanist day.
It starts with considering every issue individual specific finding no average threshold for
treatment as mental age and physical age of every one differs with ecological factors that
when you remain brilliant, prepared to find him in his own pace, you don’t have to be
intelligent to use tricks when your assumptions go wrong to fulfill yourself. Life is to live that
doesn’t mean all alone but understanding everyone in their comfort. We may go wrong, but
the fact, happening should never go wrong for which self need to play a subtle role, than the
might. It is genuine not to name a disease, but call it by the name of the patient. You don’t
have to detail the findings to the people around, but to the patient to create confidence in
him. Make it this way and find the disease will go lest than the time it takes in normal. Then all
hospitals and clinics become health centers. I would elaborate the intricacy this way, finer
details if left for making it general, will result in complications as you make the finer details
reserve to be bound for general. Instead make it comprehensive and find you left no fine
details that holistically the treatment results in just right, the best of an individual well being.
I take to discuss the discomfort, misunderstanding named borderline personality disorder
which is reported to be in adulthood, in early childhood that shows the energy flow is cyclic.
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Soul is made of several energy entities in different hues and light that gives life to an individual
through his mind and body that due coordination makes everything just right, balanced. No
trait could dominate but remain in blend to provide comfort to an individual that he grows
taking good, balancing the riches, reorganizing, scheduling from within that makes an
individual up always for his own ease, violating which disease comes. The pace with which the
mind grows cannot be visualized, gauged that we cannot plan anything, but be prepared to
receive all the good making your mind wide enough to feed your competency rightly. Thus any
change or claim by an individual need to be addressed duly for the position in hold, we cannot
curb them to abide by set norms threatening them with guilt that imbalance appears as
disorder. When the order is to one for his self, the same to you appears disorder. A disease
could get admitted only for the claim of the self as unmanageable, otherwise the inability or
incompetency of the provider or facilitator need to be addressed.
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INTRODUCTION
We shall take this as positive sign of advancement due to the inheritance that finds routine
monotonous and claims for a change, which the control paradigm of family, institution,
organization would not permit for the structural arrangement it has got. In that binding
network, control paradigm, one would go adjusting with the people around forcibly with
impositions as additional responsibilities, entertainments to vent out the might that the
inherited richness that flooded in to him goes a waste, the paradigm on which it has been,
remains again a routine for the inmates that the whole system lacks dynamism, remains static,
accumulates frustration and argue finding a vent to be aggressed, victimizing the aggrieved.
Most of the diseases are said to be unclear, misnamed that shows the scientists and therapists
are not confident enough of themselves to know more on the disease to categories, it is not a
stagnation, but a paradigm where they make the treatment individual specific to dissolve
what they feel inconvenient, filling the vacuum with what they want and in this particular
disease, the gap need to be filled by the facilitators the leads who ought to pull them to the
paradigm next eventually and comfortably too. Unfortunately the social paradigm in spite of
the global governance across the nations assures what one holds as basic, granted, the old
morale as animosity shakes it off for wrath when people who gained adequate competency
get back to normalcy pulled by influences and impositions as disciplinary threats , experience
borderline disorder, all leader settle down with normalcy move in parallel paradigms, secular
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mostly dead whereas a few for not giving up to normalcy, driven by the aspirations and
competency within experience disorders.
The main feature of borderline personality disorder (BPD) is a pervasive pattern of instability
in interpersonal relationships, self-image and emotions. This is for the transition that the traits
of earlier is not given up, the traits of new image is not inherited holistically that one waves
between and that appears invasive. When you become versatile, you will perform everything
for perfection and purpose that you remain pervasive. It is democratic, not in hierarchy that
the personality is to be welcomed, not treated. When the work load becomes more and you
have helping hands eventually you will be crossing the borderline for which you gain
confidence sharing the same and that need to be addressed suitably, not complained as you
are impatient, making you a patient forcibly. World is to live for the might of every one, the
comparison is to gain competency, not to pull down any ways. In this world of egalitarian
society you cannot claim for the progression of one you groomed, he makes it to you duly ,
naturally too. For example, the government cannot entertain the family members who acted
as stepping stone for a leader and the pressure genetically driven by the opponents makes
him in to this disorder. He pays for what they had taken, and the same is ill-treatment for
them because their expectations are when he could enjoy the benefits, his mates and his
family too by default. In this scenario, they react evacuating the balance, the component of
entity they could handle in you to build your image where you show up personality disorder.
This eventuality will be to taking the talents and traits needed for the position not the image
by which almost all becomes leader. There will not be demands, there will not be
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procrastinations that there will not be hesitations that will be observed as personality disorder
,that pulls him back to his normalcy when his competency is to reach great new heights. He
balances that by pervasive stance, where they make it as his image not to go more, further in
his own reputations. That scenario makes his competency be shared, wedged among the
needy. The truth is such an inheritance is an illusion, by making a popular, dumb, non
responsive, foly, the beneficiaries cannot gain that. But the frequency makes them feel great
as you would get out of killing an animal, thus an animosity wasting the competency that
would have served better otherwise. Pervasive attitude best serves in virtual paradigm that if
one could not in real time paradigm for practicality, he may be in virtual space. The solution to
this is to make the competency transparent and accountable adopting the individual as citizen
of the government.
Borderline personality disorder is normally for cultural settings and reservations as how far
one could progress to be attached to his family and friends that we say the unstable pattern of
interacting with others has persisted for years and is usually closely related to the person’s
self-image and early social interactions. The pattern is present in a variety of settings (e.g., not
just at work or home) and often is accompanied by a similar liability (fluctuating back and
forth, sometimes in a quick manner) in a person’s emotions and feelings. Familial and
organizational reservations always set a virtual border and toss activities not to disturb the
hierarchy that even if you wish a paradigm shift this virtual reservations set as habits will not
permit you to move ahead. In this scenario, the binding force need to be balanced by a
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progressive force and the emotions and feelings that eventuates to this evacuation be
established positive for the self, or otherwise he need to make himself to the new image
where he feels good for his own competency. When one moves ahead, there will be more of
claims outside and inside to which one could not respond, be grateful to reality and for which
he says no to the final image which they build to take on the possession as lobby inside and
outside. It is genetic inheritance that need to be balanced with due team, instead to assure
the loss due to separation will be balanced duly to the losers, unfortunately the lobby does
this for the competent person for the sake of influence and likely materialistic benefits one
would derive out of the energy accumulated for his fame and name. This could be broken by
the job responsibility paying him the due for his competency too, as rewards which he could
share with people who claims for his balanced state of mind and well being. There should not
be threats with early image and interactions, habits and behavior anyways. Only these inner
voices make them messy, clueless, disturbed in practical paradigm, but their expertise is
assured for excellence.
These individuals are very sensitive to environmental circumstances. This is because of the
mounted negative energy within for which they are not responsible and the energy having to
take care of the temperament till what they wish happens takes care of the environmental
circumstances too. They will be made aloof, furious on normal happenings to mount the
energy for desired happening. Out of this, they experience intense abandonment fears and
inappropriate anger even when faced with a realistic time-limited separation or when there
are unavoidable changes in plans. These abandonment fears are related to an intolerance of
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being alone and a need to have other people with them. Their frantic efforts to avoid
abandonment may include impulsive actions such as self-mutilating or suicidal behaviors. The
inner voice makes them go freaky that they seek attention to remain safe within a defined
sphere. They receive caution, but for not to be proved, they go extremely violent or projecting
them as bad.
Individuals with Borderline Personality Disorder have a pattern of unstable and intense
relationships. They may idealize potential caregivers or lovers at the first or second meeting,
demand to spend a lot of time together, and share the most intimate details early in a
relationship. However, they may switch quickly from idealizing other people to devaluing
them, feeling that the other person does not care enough, does not give enough, is not there
enough. These individuals can empathize with and nurture other people, but only with the
expectation that the other person will be there in return to meet their own needs on demand.
These individuals are prone to sudden and dramatic shifts in their view of others, who may
alternately be seen as beneficent supports or as cruelly punitive. Such shifts often reflect
disillusionment with a caregiver whose nurturing qualities had been idealized or whose
rejection or abandonment is expected. This is because they move swiftly ahead and do not
wish to sustain to survive that they make their duty done, efficacy shared, and with a
provoked thought leave the relationship that makes other people work for words with
gratitude and move ahead by self. For being very swift in progression, they always stand alone
and move ahead, do not wish to form groups and stay. They have a strong protection from
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inside that they don’t bother for symbiosis, passionate to continue simply to take hold too.
The protection within is the leading force that accommodates and facilitates all they want that
they don’t bother for people to get connected always.
The core lies in the provoked thoughts, the expectations the surrounding people have on
them. Needless to say , the soul is cumulative of energy within, around, from and to a body, if
the expectations are for assumptions, the surrounding provoke thoughts which they could not
bear, with stand for which the government addresses any hike or promotion be fair with
transparency and accountability. Be replied due for norms, and communication responded for
fact to create trust to make the wait worthwhile. These symptoms are more in this
competitive environment where you cannot even perform well in an interview where you are
expected to do well. The energy will surround and suppress you of attitude that you will move
out of world very easily. Being subjective you remain the victim and you cannot prove too
where the guilt, the inner voice wins till this time. This is to smash in the recent time to take
feel into account, the concern readily be given as assurance to offer more than what is
expected as per constitution, because unlike the administrative procedure, work is not
demanded, but taken due by giving due reasons and explanations inclusive for the purpose.
The job requirement of the designation holds the responsibility , not the ability or thoughts of
an individual holding the responsibility that the border line will be crossed with conviction as
the disorder would not occur being quick in flow and assessment. This is not new, is there in
universal declaration of human rights, is there in constitution of every nation, and is there in
fundamental norms for government services of every nation. For the anarchy dominates,
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power is getting executed in lieu of job responsibility. People even in judicial system do not
give conviction but judgment. Such a superior attitude is not permitted in any type of
governance across the world.
There may be an identity disturbance characterized by markedly and persistently unstable
self-image or sense of self. Truth is being amenable to change they hold value, not image.
There are sudden and dramatic shifts in self-image, characterized by shifting goals, values, and
vocational aspirations. There may be sudden changes in opinions and plans about career,
values, and types of friends. The reason is they ponder in their own ambition being into it,
very deeply, they forget the surroundings which is common with every achiever. Most of the
traits shown as symptoms are for the shift in mode from connector, moderator to achiever for
this world registers victory as success, pressurizes everyone to be in race and take a swift
compulsively, not experience the life and learn from art of living as education These
individuals may suddenly change from the role of a needy supplicant for help to a righteous
avenger of past mistreatment. Although they usually have a self-image that is based on being
bad or evil, individuals with this disorder may at times have feelings that they do not exist at
all. This is what we say as drift, the peer pressure for the sprawl drives off the energy forcibly
by an unexpected consequence that they go foly, which otherwise is termed as they feel they
don’t exist at all. Such experiences usually occur in situations in which the individual feels a
lack of a meaningful relationship, nurturing, and support. These individuals may show worse
performance in unstructured work or school situations. They always remain alone to be in par
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with their goal. They are sovereign that they don’t expect others to help or cooperate. The
average paradigm being in symbiosis, compulsively to slow down the pace to accumulation,
they say these people are aloof and eccentric. Their work ethics is to be measured, the
efficacy of their performance is to be gauged in lieu of their discipline. They don’t fall into
courtesy or decorum, morale or formality because their unique attitude, do not bend to
behavioral impositions. Rather they being sensitive are transparent and won’t be emotionally
intelligent, but express the right emotional quotient to be right. Normal people in the average
sphere do not want a cut through, but these people will do for purpose that they are treated
as eccentric.
They are dynamic and sharp in grasping things that they don’t wait for others to move along,
they don’t feel to give a sharp comment too comprehending the sustained routine, they don’t
bother about the consequences that the friction brought in give way for negative energy that
seeds in evil or bad, unnatural for their normal attitude that they don’t find they exist in them
not being responsible for it.
Having narrated the symptoms and reasons for the same, it is imperative to declare such a
disorder is a phase of paradigm shift in every one’s life in every sphere which need to be
observed and duly altered by which they don’t get into depression and anxiety but to
progression finding things by self eventually. To treat this disorder, one need to find the first
article of human rights declaration that says every human being is born free and are endowed
with conscience of reasoning to move with one another in the spirit of brotherhood. This
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shows that no one need to be treated as one among the mass any more, everyone needs
individual specific attention assured of his own right to live, with due concern for self esteem
and dignity. Their priorities need to be met with due preferences and due reason be given
when not to it, that makes them always informed and confident, connected and attached to
be competent to seek what they want. This is the reason the governance enforces written
communication. For this borderline personality disorder only issues and conflicts mounts in
governance that many nations went for citizen centric governance establishing simplicity in
lieu of simplistic. Inheritance by genetics, orders unique trait to every one for which they
move a mile ahead in every decision making to make sure what they want is to them which
cannot be identified as border line disorder subjecting them to normalcy. The position they
seek has its own requirements which ought to be referred and replied duly in which the
discipline, conduct and code do not creep in, but the competency to resolve the problems that
would arise. Progressive members of family and organization finds them rightly and add
groups that would go peacefully working together, sustaining members of family and
organization club members of deadly against nature , probably dull and numb to these shrewd
who would fight and make them in turn numb and dull for routine due to friction. This is the
reason a restrictive environment regresses where as the progressive environment moves
ahead. This is the reason democratic governance expects claims, for the sustained growth
rather than the elevations on completing tenure. One who moves ahead can believe every
one, this disorder is for the restrictions the family imposes. The hierarchy or order they make
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will not be in line with the cosmic order of right energy that the imbalance appears as peer
pressure and mounts power which ought to be energy that you get burst outs and people who
are in average paradigm kill their self being foly and remain robots where the system
altogether experience shocks for the dominant take over charges eventually leading to
anarchy. What exists as power in custom, habit is not the right culture for purpose that the
eventuality regresses the social paradigm. Though the reason behind is non acceptability of
talents, for the cultural impositions as hierarchy, the solution is right person in the right place
that makes his work mindful, progressive automatically. The hindrance is the group which is
reserving their expectations forming lobby that is not up to the vision or goal anyways.

CONCLUSION
No psychological disorder altogether is decease. It is human mind wanting attention to share
their inconvenience the same ought to promote the scenario, not bring it back to the routine,
suppressing the developments. Calming mind should not be by steroids but by internal
changes of emotions thus hormones. The statuated pattern makes the life monotonous, the
efforts to bring in vibrance by adding materialistic benefits, give charge to dominant that the
same makes it worse, widening the gap.
It is in understanding everyone in their comfort making time available to them, accessibility
available to them to be approached as first person when they are in difficulty. Trust for the
vested responsibility admits mistakes, no one cannot be flawless for which the system treats
the victims always as ignorant. But if the same is wantonly done to control the scenario to
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safeguard hierarchy, the government should help to break it which otherwise would regress
the scenario. What happens within is not to the governance is day old strategy, human rights
and constitution of every nation permits individual’s right to live. To be in par with the
developments is the responsibility of everyone concerned, if not the same need to be delinked
for the overall development which is not isolation but solitude for self to get upgraded, to
shed of the negative. Every human being is born free that the power should not ingest
negation by sidelining the able for the place value they ought to hold. Peer pressure mounting
anticipating something and the provocation to the related members sustain such border line
personality disorder too. That is the reason the government expects transparency and
accountability, immediate reply or status information too. Unfortunately people in authority
makes it happen, subjecting the victim to go mad to create an example that the goal itself
appears as mirage, needless to talk on border line disorder. Eventuality is regression in the
whole system.
In short borderline personality disorder is an imposition by reserving group like any other
psychological condition including work stress, whose goal is the completion of average tenure
and the likely materialistic benefits. Life of all are not the same that nothing could be imposed,
demanded from anyone for hierarchy. It is eventually, naturally for competency by cosmos. It
is no longer the gravitational force, but cosmic forces that anticipate the world full of
opportunities, not hurdles anyways. Thus find every human being is born free, but endowed
with conscience of reasoning to move with one another in the spirit of brotherhood that
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makes the world an university, world a part of universe, galaxy. This is the base for right to
think and express to progress right to live with self esteem and dignity, giving value to self
esteem and dignity of others that streamlines to the goals and aspirations of every one
permitting human interventions as suggestions by human rights declaration. Right is not place
value sought, statuette too, it is responsibility. Make it sure every disease is for the
reservations and is to be treated accordingly to make an individual move ahead, instead the
system sustains and regresses growth altogether. They are all for the coveting attitude which
the animosity, barbarianism imposes as reservations which otherwise is assimilation of
understandin that progresses every one holistically. Understand every one and seek what you
want, you cannot demand, prioritize your reservations anyways in the social forum.
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